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Electro-Chemical Products
Improving Mesh Rigidity, Conductivity and Elimination of Fraying

Industry Specific Materials
Our electro-chemical meshes are used in fuel cells,
batteries, and electrolyzers. Uses for the mesh include
membrane or electrode substrates, current collectors,
flow field screens, and gas diffusion electrodes.
We offer our exclusive ColdBond™ product, which
provides performance benefits to the electro-chemical
industry that other woven and non-woven products
cannot offer.
Structural Advantages
With our proprietary ColdBond™ process, wire cloth
can be metallurgically bonded so that the wires are
welded at their crossover points. This fusing enhances
mesh rigidity, improves conductivity, and eliminates
wire fraying. These properties give woven wire
cloth superior processing characteristics in tracking
mechanical strength, and also eliminates dangerous
sharp edges for handling that are common with
expanded and perforated metals. Wire cloth thickness
can be precisely controlled to provide very thin
material that is ideal for electrodes.

Conforming To Your Requirements
At Gerard Daniel Worldwide, we provide expertise
in processing wire mesh materials and guidance
in selecting the appropriate product for your
requirements. Because our wire cloth can be
woven with different configurations and properties,
we can tailor the product to your specific design or
application. A multitude of meshes, weaves, and wire
diameters are available. Mesh material can be coated
commonly with nickel, copper, zinc, or tin, and is
available in cut pieces or in rolls. Special treatments
after weaving, such as calendering, annealing,
bonding, or the GDW exclusive ColdBond™ can
be specified. To learn more, please speak with
our technical staff.

Unique Versatility
Utilizing wire cloth as a current collector offers
designers properties in battery and fuel cell
electrodes that are not found in other grid structures.
More surface area and a higher profile (knuckles)
allow for better adhesion of active material and
conductivity. Because the mesh is made of two
separate wires, it can withstand more flexure without
losing active material than alternative grids made from
a single unit foil. By utilizing a mesh with open area
(as opposed to a solid foil) for the substrate, a greater
volume of active per inactive material is achieved,
resulting in higher volumetric power densities.
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